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Welcome to the Sustainability
Leaders Forum 2022.

In 2021 the climate agenda has become “mainstream”, with the
COP26 climate talks taking place in November organisations are
ramping up their commitments. But what happens beyond the talks
and how do we make sure the momentum continues?
This is the goal of edie’s flagship Sustainability
Leaders Forum, when it returns to London. Taking
place on 8th-9th March 2022 during edie’s Business
Leadership Month, the forum will be the first major
gathering (post COP26) of key stakeholders across
business, government, investors and NGOs and
will inspire them to deliver the ambitious climate
commitments needed.
Now in its’ 13th year, edie’s Sustainability
Leader’s Forum 2022 will be hosted in-person
with additional leadership content available
remotely. The in-person event will take place
over 2 days, and will enable you to network
with your peers, hear the latest high-level
content from industry leaders during live

event.edie.net/forum

keynote presentations, pose your questions
during strategic panel discussions and live polls,
brainstorm during interactive workshops, and
meet leading technical experts in a dedicated
exhibition and networking zone.
The Sustainability Leaders Forum are hosted
during edie’s flagship week of sustainability
leadership, which alongside The Sustainability
Leaders Awards (30 March) will reunite climate
action. Those that are looking to take the lead
in driving new relationships and collaboration
will gather in London. This will be enhanced with
additional unique content that the wider global
business community can access virtually during
the week.
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Time to transform
MOBILISING AND EMPOWERING BUSINESSES TO BUILD A BETTER FUTURE

2022 speakers include
Akanksha Khatri
Head of nature and
biodiversity
World Economic
Forum

Dan Neale
Lead - social
transformation
World Benchmarking
Alliance

Jo Gilroy
Group head of
sustainability &
environment
Kier

Aliza Ayaz
UN youth
ambassador
Sustainable
Development Goals

Dare Ilori
Group head of
sustainability
Merlin
Entertainments Ltd

Jo-Anne Chidley
Founder
Beauty Kitchen

Andreas Ahrens
Head of climate
Inter IKEA Group

Dr Rhian-Mari
Thomas
CEO
Green Finance
Institute

Andrew Almack
Founder and CEO
Plastics For Change
Basil Scarsella
CEO
UK Power
Networks
Bukky Bird
Group sustainability
director
Barratt
Developments
Carly Bilsbrough
Head of CSR
The Very Group
Charmian Love
Founder and CEO
b labs uk
Cristina Kenz
Chief growth officer
The Kraft Heinz
Company

Dr Sally Uren OBE
CEO
Forum for the future
Graham Lloyd
Director of strategy,
performance &
sustainability
Nationwide Building
Society
Harriet Lamb
CEO
Ashden
Helen Wiggs
Head of climate
Shareaction
Ian Riley
CEO
WCA
Jess Ainley
Head of sustainability
Fever Tree

Joe Franses
VP sustainability
Coca-cola
Julia Barrett
Chief sustainability
officer
Willmott Dixon
Kresse Wesling
Founde
Elvis & Kresse
Laura McGonigal
Head of sustainability
Aesop
Madeleine Gabriel
Sustainable future
mission director
Nesta
Marc Engel
Chief supply chain
officer
Unilever
Matthew Vickers
CEO and chief
ombudsman
Ombudsman
Services
Mattie Yeta
Head of sustainability
Defra IT, UK
Government

Natalie Campbell
CEO
Belu
Nina Prichard
Head of sustainable
and ethical Sourcing,
UK & Ireland Supply
Chain
McDonald’s
Paul Irwin-Rhodes
Head of sustainability
and SHE
Greggs
Professor Nathalie
Oxford University
Director, naturebased solutions
initiative
Seddon
Richard Hall
VP general secretary
Danone UK &
Ireland
Roland Rott
Head of ESG
and sustainable
investment research
La Francaise
Group
Sarah Mukherjee
CEO
IEMA
Serena Bashal
COP working group
UKYCC
Shirley Rodrigues
Deputy mayor for
environment and
energy

Sir David King
Founder and chair
Centre for Climate
Repair
Sonya Bhonsle
Head of supply chain
CDP
Steve Butterworth
CEO
Neighbourly
Susan Thomas
Senior director,
commercial
sustainability
Asda
Tom Domen
Global head of long
term innovation
Ecover
Tom Hayes
Councillor
Oxford City Council
Tony Juniper CBE
Chair
Natural England
Will Ennett
Head of sustainability
TalkTalk
Will Pearson
CEO
Ocean Bottle
Zanagee Artis
Co-Founder
Zero Hour

SEE THE FULL PROGRAMME HERE
event.edie.net/forum
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Testimonials

“Great event , opportunities to network
in a greater degree been a virtual
conference , good speakers covering
the key sustainability themes.”
Catrina Melville
Head of HSE
KP Snacks

Rachel Clarke
Head of Environment
British Antarctic Survey

“This was my first attendance of Edie
and it didn’t disappoint. Always great
to be reinspired, motivated fires up!!!
Sometimes our roles are quite isolated
and it’s great to feel united with other
people and companies with one goal - to
be a force for good.”
Oriele Frank
Cofounder and Chief Product
and Sustainability Officer
Elemis

“Great opportunity to expand your
knowledge on how different companies
are tackling sustainability issues
and to network with like-minded
professionals.”
Mark Broomfield
Sustainability Leader EMEA
Kimberly Clark
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“Energising experience - highlighted the
enormity of the tasks required but gives
us hope that together we can meet the
challenge.”

“An essential event for anyone looking
to develop their business in line with the
green agenda.”
Tracey Moore
CEO
Project North East (PNE)

“A great event to join for inspiration,
understanding what’s happening
outside your organisation and to meet
likeminded people.”
Elizabeth Heighway
CSR Executive
Forsters LLP

“Thank you for an excellent 3 days and
the superb speakers and content!”
Jack Kidder
Responsible Business Manager
Henry Boot
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Who attends?
The multi-award-winning* Sustainability Leaders Forum is edie’s
biggest business event of the year, uniting 600+ corporate leaders,
sustainability experts, government representatives, investors and NGOs
for two days of thought-provoking talks and interactive workshops –
all with a laser-like focus on transforming business, for good.
They include CEOs, CSOs, COOs, directors, heads of and senior management across sustainability, CSR,
climate change & environment, strategy & risk management, external affairs & stakeholder relations, supply
chain management & procurement and innovation in companies such as:

Business activities include:
•
•
•
•

Manufacturing
Retail
Business services
Hospitality/leisure/
travel
• Building/construction
• Transport
• Utilities

•
•
•
•

Job functions include:

Media
Education/research
Engineering
Facilities/property/
real estate
• Consultancy
• And more

• Environmental/
sustainability
management
• Regulation/policy
making
• Executive
management/Board
• Waste management
• Energy management

• Supply chain/
contract
management
• Consultant
• Facilities
management
• Corporate social
responsibility
• Other

PLUS: Government • Investors • Charities &
non-profit sustainability organisations
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Why sponsor?

Align your company with
the leading sustainability
networking forum to:
• Demonstrate thought leadership as one
of a select group of industry experts
• Showcase your expertise to a unique
gathering of senior sustainability
decision makers
• Amplify your messaging and position
your brand to edie’s 130,000+ online
and offline audience of sustainability
and environmental professionals

Previous sponsors

LANDBELL GROUP
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Sponsorship opportunities
Headline partner of the Business Leadership Month
What’s included?
•

Headline partner positioning within news story announcing
the Business Leadership Month on the edie website

•

Email to up to 50 selected delegates to request meeting
during the conference

•

Headline partner positioning of Business Leadership Month
in edie’s weekly newsletters across March

•

Company profile and full page advert within the digital
delegate guide

•

Pre-event senior exec profile/feature on edie.net

•

Full page advert in the SLA Finalists and Winners brochure

•

Main stage speaking opportunity on the morning of day
one or two at SLF

•

Six additional event and networking passes with full access
to all sessions across the event

•

Headline partner positioning (of the month) on the SLF and
SLA websites

•

Exhibiting space (6m x 2m) in the main networking area

•

Company profile on the SLF and SLA websites

•

Table for 10 at the Sustainability Leaders Awards ceremony
(30th March) and hosting five VIP guests

•

Speaker profile on the SLF website

•

Co-host the VIP drinks reception at SLA

•

Co-host the drinks reception on day one of SLF

•

•

Brand placement on all delegate name badges at SLF

Presentation of the Sustainable Business OR Sustainability
Leader Award

•

Contribution / interview in two special edie podcast
episodes during the month

•

Viewpoint in the end of month Business Leadership Roundup report

Total investment £39,950 - One exclusive opportunity

Platinum Partner
What’s included?
•

Main stage panel session

•

•

Platinum partner positioning and company profile on the
SLF website with hyperlink

Email to up to 25 selected delegates to request meeting
during the conference

•

•

Speaker profile on the SLF website

Company profile and full page advert within the digital
delegate guide

•

Pre-event senior exec profile/feature on edie.net

•

•

Panellist in one of the breakouts or workshops during the
conference

Four additional event and networking passes with full
access to all sessions across the event

•

Exhibiting space (3m x 2m) in the main networking area

•

Presentation of an award

•

Five tickets to the Sustainability Leaders Awards ceremony

Total investment £19,950 – Limited to three partners

Premium Content Sponsor
What’s included?
•

Company profile and full page advert within the digital
delegate guide

•

Three additional event and networking passes with full
access to all sessions across the event

Premium Content partner positioning and company profile
on the SLF website with hyperlink

•

Exhibiting space (3m x 2m) in the main networking area

•

Three tickets to the Sustainability Leaders Awards ceremony

Speaker profile on the SLF website

•

Presentation of an award

•

Sponsorship of two keynote address sessions

•

Panellist in a special podcast episode for the conference

•

Panellist in a special SLF themed live webinar/on-line event
that is hosted during the Business Leadership Month

•
•

Total investment £19,950 - One exclusive opportunity

event.edie.net/forum
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Other conference
co-sponsorship opportunities:
Panels and Breakouts
What’s included?
•

Main stage or breakout panellist

•

•

Co-sponsor positioning and company profile on the SLF
website with hyperlink

Three additional event and networking passes with full
access to all sessions across the event

•

Exhibiting space (3m x 2m) in the main networking area

•

Speaker profile on the SLF website

•

•

Company profile and full page advert within the digital
delegate guide

Three tickets to the Sustainability Leaders Awards
ceremony

•

Presentation of an award

Total investment £14,995 - Limited to four partners

Workshop sponsor
What’s included?
•

Workshop during the conference

•

•

Workshop sponsor - positioning and company profile on
the SLF website with hyperlink

Three additional event and networking passes with full
access to all sessions across the event

•

Exhibiting space (3m x 2m) in the main networking area

•

Speaker profile on the SLF website

•

•

Company profile and full page advert within the digital
delegate guide

Three tickets to the Sustainability Leaders Awards
ceremony

•

Presentation of an award

•

Presentation to workshop attendees

Total investment £14,995 - Limited to six partners

Conference Research Partner
What’s included?
•

Main stage panel session - launch of the research report

•

Exclusive sponsorship of the report and launch on edie.net

•

Co-sponsor positioning and company profile on the SLF
website with hyperlink

•

Data on report downloaders

•

Speaker profile on the SLF website

•

Exhibiting space (3m x 2m) in the main networking area

•

Company profile and full page advert within the digital
delegate guide

•

Three additional event and networking passes with full
access to all sessions across the event

Total investment £16,995 - One exclusive opportunity

event.edie.net/forum
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Other conference
co-sponsorship opportunities:
Fringe event / workshop or briefing - held prior to or during the week
What’s included?
•

Company profile and full page advert within the digital
delegate guide

Independent chair

•

Key takeaways shared in close of conference wrap-up (if
hosted onsite at SLF) and through feature write-up of key
takeways on edie

Three event and networking passes with full access to all
sessions across the event

•

Exhibiting space (3m x 2m) in the main networking area

•

Event management and venue

•

Exclusive event with 15-20 invite only

•
•

Total investment £16,995 - Maximum of TWO

VIP & speaker roundtable and dinner
What’s included?
•

Event management and venue

•

Independent chair

•

Exclusive event with up to 12 selected delegates/speakers

•

Feature write-up on edie

Total investment £17,995 - One exclusive opportunity

Meet the Speaker Lounge
What’s included?
•

Exclusive sponsor of a Meet the speaker lounge on all onsite collateral and signage

•

Two event and networking passes with full access to all
sessions across the event

•

Company profile and full page advert within the digital
delegate guide

•

Exhibiting space (3m x 2m) in the main networking area

•

Company profile on the SLF website with hyperlink

Total investment £8,995 - One exclusive opportunity

SLF themed webinars and on-line events
What’s included?
•

•

Presentation or panellist within an SLF themed webinar/
on-line event hosted prior to or during edie’s Business
Leadership Month

•

Data on all registrants

•

Participation in Q&A

Two event and networking passes with full access to all
sessions across the event

•

Exhibiting space (3m x 2m) in the main networking area

Total investment £9,995
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Other conference
co-sponsorship opportunities:
SLF podcast sponsor
What’s included?
•

Interview/contribution in one of the special podcast
episodes recorded at SLF

•

Company profile and full page advert within the digital
delegate guide

•

Company profile on the SLF website with hyperlink

•

•

Exhibiting space (3m x 2m) in the main networking area

Two event and networking passes with full access to all
sessions across the event

Total investment £7,995 - One exclusive opportunity

Exhibiting and networking package
What’s included?
•

Exhibiting space (3m x 2m) in the main networking area

•

Exhibitor profile on the SLF website with hyperlink

•

Two event and networking passes with full access to all
sessions across the event

•

•

Company profile and ½ page advert within the digital
delegate guide

Three month content marketing hub on edie from 1st
January to 31st March 2022 with opportunity to promote
three pieces of content

•

Two passes to the virtual Sustainability Leaders Awards
ceremony

Total investment £3,995

Upgrade opportunities
Drinks Reception sponsor

Badge sponsor

•

One hour reception at the end of day one hosted in the
main networking area

•

•

Drinks reception sponsor positioning on programme and
signage on-site

Total investment £3,495

Brand placement on all the delegate name passes

Total investment £2,995
Wi-Fi Sponsor
•

Brand used as password to access event Wi-Fi

Total investment £2,995

event.edie.net/forum
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30 March 2022
Park Plaza Westminister,
London

Climate action. Reunited.
Celebrating the incredible people, projects and partnerships that are transforming
business, for good. After a tough and extraordinary year, the Sustainability
Leaders Awards are back, bigger and better than ever – showcasing the very best
of climate action, perseverance and innovation.
Now in its 15th year, the world’s largest sustainable business awards scheme champions bold and
brilliant climate leadership. From the best net-zero carbon programmes through to cutting-edge product
innovations; from creative stakeholder engagement and social sustainability initiatives to the heroes on
the ground who are driving positive change.
The Sustainability Leaders Awards are hosted during edie’s flagship week of sustainability leadership,
offering a unique opportunity to have your achievements recognised and admired by thousands of
businesses and climate experts. Winning an edie Award empowers teams, inspires stakeholders and
accelerates sustainable business growth.

2022 categories include:
“Special Awards”

“Innovation and Industry Leadership”

• Lifetime Achievement Award

• Product Innovation of the Year
• Circular Economy Innovation of the Year

“Projects and Initiatives”
• Building/Infrastructure Project of the Year
• Consumer Engagement/Marketing
Campaign of the Year
• Employee engagement and Behaviour
• Change Initiative of the Year
• Energy Management Project of the Year
• Net-Zero Carbon Strategy of the Year
• Social Sustainability & Community development
• Sustainability Reporting & Communications
• Transport/Fleet Management Initiative of the Year
• Waste and Resource Management Project of the Year
• Water Management
• Nature and Biodiversity project of the Year

• Consultancy of the Year
• ESG Investor of the Year
• Small Business of the Year
• Partnership and Collaboration of the Year
“The Changemakers”
• Rising Sustainability Star
• Team of the Year
• Net-Zero Leader of the Year
• Sustainability Leader of the Year
• Business Leader of the Year
• Business of the Year

Why sponsor?
At a time when the climate is at the forefront of sustainability, business and policy leaders,
edie’s Sustainability Leaders Awards enables you to:

Opportunities include:

• Associate your brand as being integral to help solve the climate challenges organisations
face, through alignment with the largest and most prestigious sustainability awards

• Platinum partner

• Amplify that leaderships to 130,000 plus sustainability, energy, csr and environment
professionals and business leaders in the edie network
• Tell your story through pre and post-awards editorial coverage

• Headline partner
• Category sponsor
• Food & drink sponsor
• Table host

• Be seen as a major stakeholder by presenting an award on the night or act as an official
host at the ceremony

event.edie.net/awards
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About edie
edie is an industry-leading,
purpose-driven business
media brand that empowers
sustainability, energy and
environmental professionals of
all levels to make business more
sustainable through awardwinning content and events.
edie’s website is a trusted
and integral part of the
workflow of more than 130,000
sustainability, energy and
environmental professionals.
The website delivers daily news
and commentary, exclusive
interviews and research,
industry reports and business
guides, videos, webinars and
podcasts. This content is made
available for free through daily
and weekly newsletters, and is
supported by a unique content
distribution hub for product and
services suppliers.

Mission Possible is edie’s award-winning*, purpose-driven campaign
which inspires and empowers businesses to ramp up efforts across
all areas of sustainable development. Through this campaign, we
are showing our network of sustainability professionals and energy
managers how they can achieve a sustainable future, today.

The Net-Zero Leaders Club connects, informs and inspires business
energy and carbon professionals to accelerate the net-zero
transition through an annual programme of informative industry
events, exclusive policy and technology insights, and unrivalled
collaborative opportunities.

The Sustainability Leaders Club connects, informs and inspires
sustainable business changemakers to turn ideas into action through
an annual programme of cross-sector events, bespoke insights and
unrivalled collaborative opportunities.

More than just a list, the edie 30 Under 30 club
will provide these rising sustainability stars with an
unrivalled opportunity to connect with one another,
share ideas, gain valuable recognition and develop
their careers throughout the year.

Winner B2B brand and B2B
editorial team AOP Digital
Publishing Awards 2020

Contact us

David Griffiths Publisher – edie portfolio
T: 01342 332 068 • 07824 360 357 E: DavidGriffiths@fav-house.com
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